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Adventures in the Art of Being Alone Vintage
From the acclaimed author of Imagine Wanting Only This—a timely
and moving meditation on isolation and longing, both as
individuals and as a society There is a silent epidemic in
America: loneliness. Shameful to talk about and often
misunderstood, loneliness is everywhere, from the most major of
metropolises to the smallest of towns. In Seek You, Kristen
Radtke's wide-ranging exploration of our inner lives and public
selves, Radtke digs into the ways in which we attempt to feel
closer to one another, and the distance that remains. Through the
lenses of gender and violence, technology and art, Radtke ushers
us through a history of loneliness and longing, and shares what
feels impossible to share. Ranging from the invention of the
laugh-track to the rise of Instagram, the bootstrap-pulling
cowboy to the brutal experiments of Harry Harlow, Radtke
investigates why we engage with each other, and what we risk when
we turn away. With her distinctive, emotionally-charged drawings
and deeply empathetic prose, Kristen Radtke masterfully shines a
light on some of our most vulnerable and sublime moments, and
asks how we might keep the spaces between us from splitting
entirely.
Kinder Than Solitude Random House
“In a time in which the ways we communicate and connect are constantly changing, and not always for
the better, Sherry Turkle provides a much needed voice of caution and reason to help explain what the
f*** is going on.” —Aziz Ansari, author of Modern Romance Renowned media scholar Sherry Turkle
investigates how a flight from conversation undermines our relationships, creativity, and
productivity—and why reclaiming face-to-face conversation can help us regain lost ground. We live in a

technological universe in which we are always communicating. And yet we have sacrificed conversation
for mere connection. Preeminent author and researcher Sherry Turkle has been studying digital culture
for over thirty years. Long an enthusiast for its possibilities, here she investigates a troubling
consequence: at work, at home, in politics, and in love, we find ways around conversation, tempted by
the possibilities of a text or an email in which we don’t have to look, listen, or reveal ourselves. We
develop a taste for what mere connection offers. The dinner table falls silent as children compete with
phones for their parents’ attention. Friends learn strategies to keep conversations going when only a
few people are looking up from their phones. At work, we retreat to our screens although it is
conversation at the water cooler that increases not only productivity but commitment to work. Online,
we only want to share opinions that our followers will agree with – a politics that shies away from the
real conflicts and solutions of the public square. The case for conversation begins with the necessary
conversations of solitude and self-reflection. They are endangered: these days, always connected, we
see loneliness as a problem that technology should solve. Afraid of being alone, we rely on other
people to give us a sense of ourselves, and our capacity for empathy and relationship suffers. We see
the costs of the flight from conversation everywhere: conversation is the cornerstone for democracy
and in business it is good for the bottom line. In the private sphere, it builds empathy, friendship, love,
learning, and productivity. But there is good news: we are resilient. Conversation cures. Based on five
years of research and interviews in homes, schools, and the workplace, Turkle argues that we have
come to a better understanding of where our technology can and cannot take us and that the time is
right to reclaim conversation. The most human—and humanizing—thing that we do. The virtues of person-
to-person conversation are timeless, and our most basic technology, talk, responds to our modern
challenges. We have everything we need to start, we have each other. Turkle's latest book, The
Empathy Diaries (3/2/21) is available now.
The Disciplined Pursuit of Less Vintage
Our lives are defined by a story of endless growth and consumption. Now a climate crisis
demands that we change. Can we write new stories? In All We Want, award-winning author
Michael Harris dismantles our untenable consumer culture and delivers surprising, heartwarming
alternatives. Drawing on the wisdom of philosophers, scientists, and artists, Harris uncovers three
realms where humans have always found deeper meaning: the worlds of Craft, the Sublime, and
Care. Past attempts to blunt our impact on the environment have simply redirected our
consumption--we bought fuel-efficient cars and canvas tote bags. We cannot, however, buy our
way out of this crisis. We need, instead, compelling new stories about life's purpose. Part
meditation and part manifesto, All We Want is a blazing inquest into the destructive and
unfulfilling promise of our consumer society, and a roadmap toward a more humane future.
A History of Solitude Pantheon
"What does it mean to be lonely?" Dumm asks. His inquiry, documented in this book, takes us beyond
social circumstances and into the deeper forces that shape our very existence as modern individuals. The
modern individual, Dumm suggests, is fundamentally a lonely self. This book challenges us, not to
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overcome our loneliness, but to learn how to re-inhabit it in a better way.
All We Want WaterBrook
Passionate, strong-minded nonfiction from the National Book Award-winning author
of The Corrections Jonathan Franzen's The Corrections was the best-loved and most-
written-about novel of 2001. Nearly every in-depth review of it discussed what
became known as "The Harper's Essay," Franzen's controversial 1996 investigation
of the fate of the American novel. This essay is reprinted for the first time in How to
be Alone, along with the personal essays and the dead-on reportage that earned
Franzen a wide readership before the success of The Corrections. Although his
subjects range from the sex-advice industry to the way a supermax prison works,
each piece wrestles with familiar themes of Franzen's writing: the erosion of civic life
and private dignity and the hidden persistence of loneliness in postmodern, imperial
America. Recent pieces include a moving essay on his father's stuggle with
Alzheimer's disease (which has already been reprinted around the world) and a
rueful account of Franzen's brief tenure as an Oprah Winfrey author. As a collection,
these essays record what Franzen calls "a movement away from an angry and
frightened isolation toward an acceptance--even a celebration--of being a reader and
a writer." At the same time they show the wry distrust of the claims of technology
and psychology, the love-hate relationship with consumerism, and the subversive
belief in the tragic shape of the individual life that help make Franzen one of our
sharpest, toughest, and most entertaining social critics.

How Should One Read a Book? W. W. Norton & Company
Introspective and poignant, The Wine of Solitude is the most autobiographical
of all of the novels from the celebrated author of Suite Fran�aise. Beginning in
a fictionalized Kiev, The Wine of Solitude follows the Karol family through the
Great War and the Russian Revolution, as the young H�l�ne grows from a
dreamy, unhappy child into a strongwilled young woman. From the hot Kiev
summers to the cruel winters of St Petersburg and eventually to springtime in
Paris, the would-be writer H�l�ne blossoms, despite her mother’s neglect,
into a clear-eyed observer of the life around her. Here is a powerful tale of
disillusionment — the story of an upbringing that produces a young woman as
hard as a diamond, prepared to wreak a shattering revenge on her mother. A
Vintage Paperback Original
In Pursuit of a Singular Life in a Crowded World Brazos Press
One of the 20th century's enduring works, One Hundred Years of Solitude is a widely
beloved and acclaimed novel known throughout the world, and the ultimate achievement in a
Nobel Prize–winning career. The novel tells the story of the rise and fall of the mythical
town of Macondo through the history of the Buend�a family. It is a rich and brilliant
chronicle of life and death, and the tragicomedy of humankind. In the noble, ridiculous,
beautiful, and tawdry story of the Buend�a family, one sees all of humanity, just as in the
history, myths, growth, and decay of Macondo, one sees all of Latin America. Love and lust,
war and revolution, riches and poverty, youth and senility -- the variety of life, the
endlessness of death, the search for peace and truth -- these universal themes dominate the
novel. Whether he is describing an affair of passion or the voracity of capitalism and the
corruption of government, Gabriel Garc�a M�rquez always writes with the simplicity, ease,

and purity that are the mark of a master. Alternately reverential and comical, One Hundred
Years of Solitude weaves the political, personal, and spiritual to bring a new consciousness to
storytelling. Translated into dozens of languages, this stunning work is no less than an
accounting of the history of the human race.
Alonetime In A World Of Attachment W. W. Norton
The word-of-mouth cult hit from Argentina's new literary star.
Chronic City New World Library
One thing is for certain, we serve a God that wants you to succeed in relationships. More
importantly, your singleness matters to God. God wants you to discover who you are in Him
while single. Prayerfully, if you are single, God wants you to understand your value and that
you can experience victory even when you are by yourself. Singleness is not a curse. Your
value doesn't decrease. Your worth shouldn't be questioned. No one should ever look over
you because you are focused on your relationship with Christ. If you have ever felt lonely,
experienced depression because you are single, cried yourself to sleep because someone
broke your heart, this devotional is to help restore those broken pieces. This is the perfect
time-while single-to become who God has called you to be. You are a royal priesthood, a
chosen generation, and your relationship with Christ is the most important relationship that
you and I have to steward over while single. Desperation will encourage you to get ahead of
God and settle, but destiny will inspire you to wait on God's best. I made a choice over
twenty years ago, as a teenager, to pursue purity and the presence of God. I made a vow to
God that I would stay single until my heart lined up with God's Word. I prayed that God
would use my singleness to help this next generation and young adults to have a strategy to
deal with singleness in a kingdom way. Single Until is a resource to embrace your singleness
and to walk in the confidence of the Lord.
The Loneliness Epidemic Yale University Press
A New York Times Book Review Best Book of the Year. A searing and wildly entertaining
love letter to New York City from the bestselling author of Motherless Brooklyn and
Fortress of Solitude. Chase Insteadman, former child television star, has a new role in
life—permanent guest on the Upper East Side dinner party circuit, where he is consigned to
talk about his astronaut fianc�e, Janice Trumbull, who is trapped on a circling Space Station.
A chance encounter collides Chase with Perkus Tooth, a wily pop culture guru with a vicious
conspiratorial streak and the best marijuana in town. Despite their disparate backgrounds
and trajectories Chase and Perkus discover they have a lot in common, including a cast of
friends from all walks of life in Manhattan. Together and separately they attempt to define
the indefinable, and enter into a quest for the most elusive of things: truth and authenticity in
a city where everything has a price. "Full of dark humor and dazzling writing"
--Entertainment Weekly

A Novel Macmillan
“Gayle Callen writes one dazzling gem of a book after another.” —Christina Dodd
In Pursuit of a Scandalous Lady is the first book in a delectable new series by
fan favorite Gayle Callen in which three gentlemen wager that they will find and
seduce an apparently shameless beauty who posed for a scandalous portrait.
The USA Today bestselling, Holt Medallion and the Laurel Wreath Award-
winning author offers readers the flip side of her popular Sons of Scandal
trilogy, presenting the delightfully romantic stories of the aristocratic sisters of
the heroes from Never Dare a Duke, Never Trust a Scoundrel, and Never
Marry a Stranger.
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The Ruthless Elimination of Hurry Simon and Schuster
“A sharp and unconventional book — a swirl of memoir, travelogue and biography of
some of history's champion day-dreamers.” —Maureen Corrigan, "Fresh Air" A
spirited inquiry into the lost value of leisure and daydream The Art of the Wasted
Day is a picaresque travelogue of leisure written from a lifelong enchantment with
solitude. Patricia Hampl visits the homes of historic exemplars of ease who made
repose a goal, even an art form. She begins with two celebrated eighteenth-century
Irish ladies who ran off to live a life of "retirement" in rural Wales. Her search then
leads to Moravia to consider the monk-geneticist, Gregor Mendel, and finally to
Bordeaux for Michel Montaigne--the hero of this book--who retreated from court life
to sit in his chateau tower and write about whatever passed through his mind, thus
inventing the personal essay. Hampl's own life winds through these pilgrimages, from
childhood days lazing under a neighbor's beechnut tree, to a fascination with monastic
life, and then to love--and the loss of that love which forms this book's silver thread
of inquiry. Finally, a remembered journey down the Mississippi near home in an old
cabin cruiser with her husband turns out, after all her international quests, to be the
great adventure of her life. The real job of being human, Hampl finds, is getting lost
in thought, something only leisure can provide. The Art of the Wasted Day is a
compelling celebration of the purpose and appeal of letting go.

A Story of Survival and a Quest for Meaning in the Far North Counterpoint
"Elegant and formally ingenious."--Geoff Wisner, Wall Street JournalIn a time
of social distancing and isolation, a meditation on the beauty of solitude from
renowned Buddhist writer Stephen Batchelor When world renowned Buddhist
writer Stephen Batchelor turned sixty, he took a sabbatical from his teaching
and turned his attention to solitude, a practice integral to the meditative
traditions he has long studied and taught. He aimed to venture more deeply into
solitude, discovering its full extent and depth. This beautiful literary collage
documents his multifaceted explorations. Spending time in remote places,
appreciating and making art, practicing meditation and participating in retreats,
drinking peyote and ayahuasca, and training himself to keep an open,
questioning mind have all contributed to Batchelor's ability to be simultaneously
alone and at ease. Mixed in with his personal narrative are inspiring stories
from solitude's devoted practitioners, from the Buddha to Montaigne, from
Vermeer to Agnes Martin. In a hyperconnected world that is at the same time
plagued by social isolation, this book shows how to enjoy the inescapable
solitude that is at the heart of human life.
A Philosophy of Solitude Vintage
Originally published in 1988, Anthony Storr's bestselling meditation on the creative
individual's need for solitude has become a classic. A pre-eminent work in self-help
and popular psychology literature, Solitude was seminal in challenging the
psychological paradigm that “interpersonal relationships of an intimate kind are the
chief, if not the only, source of human happiness.” Indeed, most self-help literature
still places relationships at the center of human existence. Lucid and lyrical, Storr's
book argues that solitude ranks alongside relationships in its impact on an

individual’s well-being and productivity, as well as on society's progress and health.
Citing numerous examples of brilliant scholars and artists—from Beethoven and Kant
to Anne Sexton and Beatrix Potter—he argues that solitary activity is essential not
only for geniuses, but often for the average person as well. For nearly three decades,
readers have found inspiration and renewal in Storr's erudite, compassionate vision of
the human experience—and the benefits and joy of solitude.
At the Center of All Beauty Harper Collins
Solitude has always had an ambivalent status: the capacity to enjoy being alone can make
sociability bearable, but those predisposed to solitude are often viewed with suspicion or
pity. Drawing on a wide array of literary and historical sources, David Vincent explores how
people have conducted themselves in the absence of company over the last three centuries.
He argues that the ambivalent nature of solitude became a prominent concern in the modern
era. For intellectuals in the romantic age, solitude gave respite to citizens living in ever more
complex modern societies. But while the search for solitude was seen as a symptom of
modern life, it was also viewed as a dangerous pathology: a perceived renunciation of the
world, which could lead to psychological disorder and anti-social behaviour. Vincent explores
the successive attempts of religious authorities and political institutions to manage solitude,
taking readers from the monastery to the prisoner’s cell, and explains how western
society’s increasing secularism, urbanization and prosperity led to the development of new
solitary pastimes at the same time as it made traditional forms of solitary communion, with
God and with a pristine nature, impossible. At the dawn of the digital age, solitude has taken
on new meanings, as physical isolation and intense sociability have become possible as
never before. With the advent of a so-called loneliness epidemic, a proper historical
understanding of the natural human desire to disengage from the world is more important
than ever. The first full-length account of its subject, A History of Solitude will appeal to a
wide general readership.

Five Billion Years of Solitude Vintage
SolitudeIn Pursuit of a Singular Life in a Crowded WorldMacmillan
In Pursuit of a Singular Life in a Crowded World Macmillan
A profound mystery is at the heart of this magnificent new novel by Yiyun Li,
“one of America’s best young novelists” (Newsweek) and the celebrated
author of The Vagrants, winner of the Hemingway Foundation/PEN Award.
Moving back and forth in time, between America today and China in the 1990s,
Kinder Than Solitude is the story of three people whose lives are changed by a
murder one of them may have committed. As one of the three observes, “Even
the most innocent person, when cornered, is capable of a heartless crime.”
When Moran, Ruyu, and Boyang were young, they were involved in a
mysterious incident in which a friend of theirs was poisoned. Grown up, the
three friends are separated by distance and personal estrangement. Moran and
Ruyu live in the United States, Boyang in China; all three are haunted by what
really happened in their youth, and by doubt about themselves. In California,
Ruyu helps a local woman care for her family and home, avoiding
entanglements, as she has done all her life. In Wisconsin, Moran visits her ex-
husband, whose kindness once overcame her flight into solitude. In Beijing,
Boyang struggles to deal with an inability to love, and with the outcome of what
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happened among the three friends twenty years before. Brilliantly written, a
breathtaking page-turner, Kinder Than Solitude resonates with provocative
observations about human nature and life. In mesmerizing prose, and with
profound insight, Yiyun Li unfolds this remarkable story, even as she explores
the impact of personality and the past on the shape of a person’s present and
future. Praise for Kinder Than Solitude “This is an exceptional novel, and Yiyun
Li has grown into one of our major novelists.”—Salman Rushdie “Yiyun Li
infuses the traditional form with a fresh, rigorous beauty and a sense of
permanence and increasing value.”—Mona Simpson, author of My Hollywood
“[A] sleek, powerful novel about the weight of memory, the brunt of loss and
the myriad ways the past can crimp the soul . . . Li gives us gifts of gorgeous
prose. . . . Rarely are ordinary humans given such eloquent witness.”—The
Washington Post “What makes [Kinder Than Solitude] so vivid is its humanity. .
. . It is an inquiry into how the past scars us, shaping present and future, and
some deeds, once committed, can never be undone.”—Los Angeles Times
“[Li’s] true gift . . . is old-fashioned storytelling [and] a sense that a life, a
whole life, can be captured on pages.”—The Boston Globe “A stunning, dark, and
beautiful book . . . Yiyun Li writes with characteristic genius.”—Paul Harding,
author of Tinkers and Enon
The Search for Life Among the Stars Harvard University Press
"Have you ever found yourself stretched too thin? Do you simultaneously feel
overworked and underutilized? Are you often busy but not productive? Do you
feel your time is constantly being hijacked by other people's agendas? If you
answered yes to any of these questions, the way out is the way of the
Essentialist. Essentialism isn't about getting more done in less time. It's about
getting only the right things done. Only once we discern what is absolutely
essential and eliminate everything else can we make our highest possible
contribution toward things that truly matter. By forcing us to apply more
selective criteria for where to spend our precious time and energy, the
disciplined pursuit of less empowers us to reclaim control of our own choices,
instead of giving others the implicit permission to choose for us. Essentialism
is not one more thing to do. It's a whole new way of doing less, but better, in
every area of our lives"--Back cover.
The End of Absence Bloomsbury Publishing
“A definitive guide to astronomy’s hottest field.” —The Economist Since its formation
nearly five billion years ago, our planet has been the sole living world in a vast and
silent universe. But over the past two decades, astronomers have discovered
thousands of “exoplanets,” including some that could be similar to our own world, and
the pace of discovery is accelerating. In a fascinating account of this unfolding
revolution, Lee Billings draws on interviews with the world’s top experts in the
search for life beyond earth. He reveals how the search for exoplanets is not only a
scientific challenge, but also a reflection of our culture’s timeless hopes, dreams, and
fears.

Four Seasons, Four Cities, and the Pleasures of Solitude HarperCollins
"A deeply moving, funny, and brilliantly written account from one of India’s most
original new voices." —Katherine Boo Like Dave Eggers’s Zeitoun and Alexander
Masters’s Stuart, this is a tour de force of narrative reportage. Mohammed Ashraf
studied biology, became a butcher, a tailor, and an electrician’s apprentice; now he is
a homeless day laborer in the heart of old Delhi. How did he end up this way? In an
astonishing debut, Aman Sethi brings him and his indelible group of friends to life
through their adventures and misfortunes in the Old Delhi Railway Station, the
harrowing wards of a tuberculosis hospital, an illegal bar made of cardboard and
plywood, and into Beggars Court and back onto the streets. In a time of global
economic strain, this is an unforgettable evocation of persistence in the face of
poverty in one of the world’s largest cities. Sethi recounts Ashraf’s surprising life
story with wit, candor, and verve, and A Free Man becomes a moving story of the
many ways a man can be free.
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